Calcium-signaling plays a central role in specification of the chemical transmitters neurons express, adjusting the numbers of cells that express excitatory and inhibitory transmitters as if to achieve homeostatic regulation of excitability. Here we review the extent to which this activitydependent regulation is observed for a range of different transmitters. Strikingly the homeostatic paradigm is observed both for classical and for peptide transmitters and in mature as well as in embryonic nervous systems. Transmitter homeostasis adds another dimension to homeostatic regulation of function in the nervous system that includes regulation of levels of voltage-gated ion channels, densities of neurotransmitter receptors, and synapse numbers and strength. eScholarship provides open access, scholarly publishing services to the University of California and delivers a dynamic research platform to scholars worldwide.
channels and postsynaptic receptors, presynaptic transmitter 10 release or reuptake, global regulation of synaptic strengths 11 throughout a neuron and the number of functional synapses 12 have been shown to be modulated to contribute to homeosta-13 sis [1] . In this review we expand the boundaries of activity-14 dependent changes by including the choice of neurotransmit-15 ter neurons express, i.e. switching from an excitatory to an 16 inhibitory transmitter or vice versa, in a homeostatic way.
17
Specification of the neurotransmitters synthesized and re-18 leased by neurons is a significant step in their differentiation. 19 The appearance of the appropriate transmitters is essential 20 cal activity and calcium (Ca 2+ ) influx also play a key role. 27 Here we summarize investigations of the role of activity in 28 transmitter specification, assembling evidence from studies 29 of classical and peptide transmitters and from embryonic and 30 mature nervous systems that suggests that the role of activity 31 in transmitter specification is geared toward homeostasis. We [10] . In a parallel manner, neuronal activ-84 ity increases GAD 65 and GAD 67 expression in organotypic 85 cultures of postnatal rat visual cortex. Suppressing activity at 86 early times in vitro decreases both mRNA and protein levels 87 of GAD 65 and 67, which recover when activity is allowed to 88 resume; mRNA and protein levels are resistant to late-onset 89 activity deprivation [11] . These channels produce patterned Ca 2+ spike activity that is modulated by signaling proteins. Patterns of spike activity, activating Ca 2+ -dependent transcription factors, regulate expression of transcripts encoding the enzymes that synthesize and store specific transmitters. Different levels of activity homeostatically specify expression of excitatory and inhibitory transmitters (after [35] ).
reproduce the largely one-to-one expression of a single clas- Fig. 3; [21] ). These results indicate that the extent of 211 expression of SS in maturing hippocampal interneurons is 212 homeostatically tuned to the endogenous balance of excita-213 tory and inhibitory activity.
214
Substance P (SP) can act as an inhibitory transmitter 215 [22, 23] . In the visual system, innervation by retinal ganglion 216 cell terminals precedes the expression of substance P (SP) by 217 Rana tectal cells, and transection of the optic nerve results 218 in a decrease in SP expression in the tectal lobe in tadpole 219 [24], consistent with homeostatic regulation. Blocking glu-220 tamate receptors with CNQX or AP5 in vivo does not affect 221 nerve-dependent regulation of the SP population of cells in 222 the developing optic tectum, but neurotrophin-4/5 produces 223 increases in SP in normal animals and prevents the effects of 224 optic nerve transection [25] . Whether or not NT-4/5 affects 225 the activity of these neurons as it does in cultured mesen-226 cephalic dopamine neurons [26] remains to be determined. 
Mature regulation 228
Intriguingly, homeostatic activity-dependent specification 229 of neurotransmitter expression appears not to be confined to 230 [32] . The change 256 in electrophysiological assessment is supported by immuno-257 cytochemical analysis of GABA and GAD 67 expression; 258 RT-PCR demonstrates downregulation of vesicular GABA 259 transporter transcripts in the adult.
260
The levels of GABA and GAD protein also appear to 261 be regulated by physiological activity in the visual cor-262 tex of young adult monkeys [33] . Monocular deprivation, 263 tetrodotoxin injection or eyelid suture, which reduce the pat-264 terned input to the visual cortex, all decrease the number of 265 GABA and GAD-immunoreactive neurons in the deprived 266 regions, in some cases by as much as 50%. This effect is not 267 accompanied by cell death and is fully reversible. In what may 268 be a similar process, schizophrenic patients with functional 269 hypoactivity of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex exhibit re-270 duced expression of GAD transcripts relative to matched con-271 trols, with no significant reduction in the number of neurons 272 [34] . Cell migration and survival appear to be within the range 273 of normal. The results are consistent with activity-dependent 274 downregulation of transmitter-related gene expression asso-275 ciated with adult onset of schizophrenia, but a role of de-276 velopmental suppression of activity is not excluded. It is not 277 known whether the incidence of glutamatergic neurons in-278 creases under either of these conditions. These investigations 
